
YOUTH VISION

MISSION

VALUES

VALUES

Cultivating engaging spaces of belonging for youth to experience the inclusive love of Jesus and grow

into resilient disciples.

FUN 

We believe a life full of Jesus is an exciting life; that fun and God can co-exist in the same space.

Therefore, we seek diversity in attractive ministry to make all our youth programmes a place young

people want to be at. While keeping Jesus the focus, our youth programmes are to be full of

engagement and memorable fun times. 

INCLUSIVE 

We welcome young people from any walk of life and faith offering belonging and friendship to

everyone. We want to make sure every young person feels they are valued and accepted immediately

only to grow as friendships become stronger over time. St Paul’s Youth believes in a collaborative

approach with youth in joint ownership of values, mission, and programmes at St Paul’s. 

EMPOWERING 

Every young person has a story and potential worth championing. Our youth environment is to be a

space where youth and adults champion each young person’s Jesus narrative helping individuals press

into their full potential. We believe in a strength-based approach for our young people to grow and

become empowered. 

RELATIONAL 

We believe experiencing a relationship with Jesus begins with caring relationships in life. Our ministry

cultivates impactful relationships between youth and adults that are honest, respectful and

trustworthy. We model healthy relationships that young people will desire throughout their life and

experience God’s space and love through these relationships. 

1. Connecting to God

2. Connecting to each other

3. Connecting to real life

4. Connecting into God's mission through St Paul's



Cultivating belonging and friendship with fun and exciting times of gathering and eating

together

Growing discipleship and positive youth development through mentors and small groups as

allongsiders

Helping young people discover, be equipped, and become empowered in their gifts and

strengths 

Providing spaces for youth to process and be heard through discussion-based growth and

learning 

Cultivating sustainable faith through impactful and influential adult relationships, growing a

strong Biblical foundation, and relevant teaching grounded in topics and questions of today’s

world

Strengthening personal faith and relationship with Jesus by facilitating spaces to encounter 

 God 

Challenging youth to be the present and future church by equipping young people to live out

their faith daily 

Interweaving faith with practical youth challenges and current struggles (e.g. anxiety,

depression, bullying, identity/self image, gender and sexuality, etc.) 

Transitioning well through youth sub-groups by fostering overlapping relationships between age

groups 

Providing ownership of God’s mission through St Paul’s and empowering strengths by

integrating youth into the wider church family 

METHOD

GOALS
Youth want to be at programmes and events

Youth living a present and active faith 

Youth are inviting friends 

New friends returning and integrating into the group 

Youth asking challenging questions and feel safe to ask questions with peers and leaders 

More youth involvement on Sundays and in the life of the church beyond youth group 

Places for youth leadership and development 

Faith that sticks after finishing high school 

Youth reaching out to leaders for more spaces of connection 

Youth spending time with each other outside of church 

 

Does our strategy match our method? =6 =6 =7 =9


